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Abstract. This paper extends the usual notion of abstract program size complexity, studied by 
Kolmogorov, Chaitin and others, to a theory that can better model the concept of a ‘practical’ 
compression method. The contraction of a string is defined, as in standard program size complexity, 
to be the shortest program which produces that string. However, this is in general an undecidable 
problem. Here, a model for an abstract compression ‘scheme is proposed. An abstract compress- 
ion scheme not only allows the programming language and cost function to be specified, but also 
a restricted domain of programs that may be used as compressed forms. Limitations and inherent 
trade-o% are discussed and a class of ‘good’ schemes is considered. 
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1. Introduction 
Data compression is concerned with finding the shortest representation for a 
given string of text. Although we may have a master program which is used to 
decode compressed strings, each compressed string must contain all the information 
necessary to completely specify the original string except, possibly, for a fixed 
amount of information incorporated in the master program. Hence, in any data 
compression system, there is a correspondence between compressed strings and 
computer programs. Chaitin [4,5,7,8], Daley, Katseff and Sipser [123, Kolmogorov 
[ 14,151, Loveland [ 161 and others have been concerned with defining the complexity 
or randomness of a string as the shortest computer r_; ogram which prints it. This 
paper generalizes this notion by introducing a model that allows the specification 
of a restrickd domain of prograrr.. (such as those running in polynomial time) that 
may be candidates for shortest programs. In addition, any of a large class of ‘cost 
functions’ may be used to measure the size of programs. 
In Section 2 the concept of a cost function is defined, and an abstract compression 
scheme is defined to be a set S of programs over a specified programming language 
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ated complexity measure), subject to a specified cost function. 
of a string is defined to be the program in S of ieast cost that 
string. Section 2 also discusses ome basic properties of abstract 
hemes. Section 3 discusses complexity classes of schemes and con- 
ce-r sf an impwtasrt class of compression schemes called good com- 
emes. Good compression schemes have basic properties that any useful, 
mpression scheme ought to have. Section 4 shows that many *useless’ 
also fall under the definition of good, and motivates the need for additional 
judge the utility of a compression scheme. 
there is an cPbviaus correspondence between integers and strings, our 
will be in terms of integers (however, when speaking informally, we may 
‘string’ in place af ‘integer’). In order to have a general theory of data 
WC must allow for many different criteria on which to judge the cost 
m integer. We call any such a criterion a cost function. Any reasonable 
n c should have the property that as i becomes unbounded, so does 
WC cannot have a fixed cost assigned to an infinite number of integers. 
1. A recursive function c: N --, N is a cost fur&on if there exists an 
mmatonic rccursivc function c : N + Iv such that (Vi)[_c (i) s c (i)]. 
defined a cost function as simply a recursive function c such that, 
z k for at most finitely many i (this concept of cost is used in Chaitin 
rantecd of having a recursive c.’ The way the 
stands, all cost functions have a recursive monotonic upper bound c’ (take 
0 if i z‘-= ID and max(c(i), c’(i - 1)) otherwise), a recursive monotonic lower 
cost function itself *wiggles’ between these bounds in a recursive 
= 1 this might correspond to the number of digits 
%I and for a > 1 this corresponds to the number of 
kk blocks needed to store i when i is T,vritten in base h. 
nit recursive functlo;l. 
ing obtained by writi,;g i in binary arid for any n, 
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that is, the amount of ‘ink’ it takes to write i in binary. This might model compute 
memories where the power required to store a 0 differs from that required to store 
a 1. 
We let (4, @) denote an abstract computational complexity measure where 
cb={&,*-J is a Gijdel numbering and @ = {Go, . . .} is the associated ‘step count- 
ing’ functions.3 In order to completely specify a data compression scheme we must 
specify: 
(1) A complexity measure (4, a) which specifies a programming language and 
the cost of running programs. 
(2) A recursive set S of programs in C$ which may be used as compressed forms. 
(3) A cost function c so that, given two elements of S, we can judge which one 
is ‘shorter’. 
Our motivation for including (2) is that we may want to restrict the set of programs 
(we represent a program by Its index in cb) we are allowed to use as encodings of 
strings so that we are assured that encodings of strings have some desirable property. 
For example, it might be desired to guarantee that decoding can be performed 
within a specific time or space bound. We define an nbstruct compression .sclww 
as a triple consisting of a set of allowable programs over 2 given programming 
language subject to a cost function. 
Definition 2. An abstract compression scheme is a triple (S, (4, @), c) where S is a 
recursive set, (4, @) an abstract computational complexity measure, and c a COSI 
function. 1 
We refer to an at stract compression scheme as ,a compression scheme or simply 
a scheme and will not bother to include the word abstract in subsequent definitions. 
When (4, @I and c are understood or may be arbitrary, we refer to (S, (4, @, c 1 
by simply writing S. We now define the concept of a compressed string (note that 
we use f Q g to denote the composition of f with g ). 
Definition 3. The S-contruction of an integer i is the least integer &(i) in S such 
that 
( 1) 4_lqi)(O) = i7 
(2, ra /‘ES) [c(j)<c o&(i) & &()I =i]. 
The properS-contraction of an integer i is defined by the function US : N + N L, (bbr~~“} 
giver: by 
. J,(i) if c cils(i)C=c(i), 
rrs(i I= 
“110”’ otherwise. 
An integer i is S-_ompressihk if cr.&‘) z *no”. 
I n % 
The concept of an at-w-act computational complexity mca5ure 
cxcellcnt discussion of this subject is contained in Hartmani~ and 
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traction of an integer i is the smallest (in the sense of the cost function) 
hich computes i; and i is S-compressible if the cost of the S-contraction 
the cost of i. Note that As is not necessarily a total function whereas 
wen scheme S an obvious set IO consider is the set of all integers which 
4. e S-eompressiurz class is given by As = {i: i is S-compressible}. 
P important set is the subset of As for which S gives the best compression 
fov the k&, @I and c in question). 
5. A compression scheme S is optimal at i if i E As and c 0 As(i) = 
o The S-cornprussian optimal class is given by 0s = {i: S is optimal at i}. A 
~~~~~~n scheme S is c?ptimaf Lo. if OS is infinite, uptimuf a.e. if AN - OS is 
ck”, any optimal if OS = AN. 
~$1 thik p&nr it is natural to ask why we insist that 0.9 be a subset of As. Why 
~~rn~~~ define Oc = {i: c c J,(i) = c 0 &(i))? The reason is that we are not 
in he exact value of &(i) if c oAs(i) I; there may be hard results 
rninp situations where c 2 &ii I -adi) but they are artificial in nature (as will 
tedi k) Thcorcm 31. 
w &fine the class of good schemes. 
6, F\ ccjmprcssion scheme r S, (cl;,, a), c 1 is contitmous if (Vi E S) [4i(O, 
A compression scheme S is realizable if & is recursive and weakl) 
if CF~ is rocursivc. A compression scheme S is non-trivial if As is infinite. 
pressictn scheme is good if it is continuous, realizable and non-trivial. 
h meaning of the terms just defineId reflects their formal meaning. 
theme only compresses a finite number of strings it is not very 
d w WC have defined a scheme to be non-trivial only if it compresses 
mber of strings (note that the condition non-trivial is weaker than 
timal i.e~. It is also (Aear that, alLugh a scheme ,S may be powerful, it 
awful if WC cannot compute &. This motivates our definition of 
- Finally. it seems reasonable that the least we would require of.a scheme 
8~) ~58 it good would be that S only contains useful programs (S is 
there exists an effective procedure to find the S-contraction of a 
S is rcalizablc,, and that S ccpmpresses many strings (S is non- 
at wc could have defined a scheme S to be realizable if us is 
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recursive (anl there are schemes such that us is recursive but AS is not) but we 
shall see (Theorem 3) that there is little practical value in doing this. 
Traditional program size complexity considers chemes of the form (N, (4, Q), c ) 
where N denotes the nonnegative integers and c is often log*. One would think 
that so long as we use a reasonable programming language and cost function, the 
exact choice we make (i.e., ALGOL vs. PL/l or log;! vs. loglo) would not significantly 
change the difficulty of compressing strings. It is a consequence of Roger’s isomorph- 
ism theorem [18] that this is the case; that is, any two schemes (N, (4, @), c) a!nd 
(N, (4, @)‘, c’) are recursively related, so that ‘mod a recursive function’, whlen 
choosing a scheme (S, (4, 01, c), it is only the choice of S that really matters. More 
precisely, for any two schemes A = (N, (4, CD), c) and B = (N, (4, @)‘, c’) there is a 
recursive f such that, for all i, 
c oA,.,(i)+~‘~A~(i) & c’~A&‘)+c oil*(i). 
Choosing S = N as in standard program size complexity yields the most powerful 
schemes; in fact, it must be the case that for any recursive f there are infinitely 
many i such that f 0 c 0 A&‘) <c(i). Unfortunately, along with this power comes 
undecidability. Although As is always r.e., for any S that is optimal a.e. (in particuhr 
S = N) N-As is not r.e. (and so Js cannot be recursive); and if S, SI and S2 arc 
arbitrary schemes, it can be shown :hat the following problems are undecidable: 
Problem 1. For S, if As = ( }, OS == { ). 
Problem 2. For i, S, if i E As, i E OS. 
Problem 3. For &, SZ, if As, c As,, OS, s OS,. 
Problem 4. For S, if S ;c, continuous, realizable, nontrivial, good. 
Problem 5. For S, if S is optimal Lo., optimal a.e., optimal. 
Because of this inherent intractability, this paper proposes that schemes based 
on standard program size complexity (S := N) are too general, and that good schemes 
include all practical compression systems. The remainder of this section makes 
some basic observations about the compression obtainable with good schemes. 
If S is a good compression scheme, then the amount of compression obtained 
using S is recursively bounded; that i:<, there exists a recursive f such that c (1’) c
f 0 c 0 &(i) a.e. To see this, let 
f(i) = max{O, max(c 0 4j(O): i E: S & c(i) = i)) 
(f is recursive, since to find all j in S such that c(j) = i, we check j = 0, 1, . . . until 
c(j) ~7. However, the following theijrem shows that there is no limit on how 
large this recursive bound may be. 
Theorem 1. For all (4, @) and c there is no recrtrsiue fsuch tha: si$- ali’good schemes 
S, c(iy+c o&(i) a.e. 
Proof, Assume the contrary; that is, assume there exists such an f. By the S::’ 
property of a Gijdel numbering we know that there exists a rl;cursive g such thut 
(Q))]. Due to the padding pa-operty of a Giidel numbering we 
requiae that g be monotonic (i.e.. 
az,i):ixz). Let X=(X~,,X,,.*. ) be a recursive list such that (Vi) 
construct such an X for any 4). Let S be the recursive 
S =$ &idO; defined. We can effectively compute A&j as 
& (0) = i ; now calculate all 4i( 0) such 
we are guaranteed of looking at all j 
k the j of lowest cost such that &CO) = i. 
C’ePtc S is rcalizahlc. Also, for infinitely many i in S, c 0 C&(O) > f 0 c(i). Thus, 
good schemes S such that c(i) >f 0 c 0 As(i) i.o. and we 
swld k noted that the proof of Theo rem 1 was chosen to be explicit and 
A shartcr (but less constructive) proof can be provided as follows. 
cl i) -B / 0 c(i) J. The recursion theorem5 implies that there is 
fying (Vi E Q;) [&(I) = gii, O)]. Thus it must be true that, for 
2 cd I and WC may now proceed as in the above: proof (from 
we may he :%blc to save space using schemes, from Theorem 2 we shall 
at, far any scheme S, there will always be an infinite number of strings which 
One might ask whether there are schemes S such that we 
much more space to store some strings than if we did not use the 
r” at Thcrc are indeed such schemes S,, ‘out Theorem 3 notes that we can 
WI equivde>M scheme S’ such that the S’-contraction of any string is 
larger than the size of the string itself. This corresponds to what 
9 do on a real computer system Korollary 3.1); that is, we can attach a 
bit to each file indicating whether or no& the file is in compressed form. 
prcssion scheme will cost us ait most one extra bit per file. 
one bit per file to use a compression scheme and we 
size of some files can be greatly reduced. It should 
practical purposes, the concepts of realizability and 
considered equivalent. 
3. Good schemes and the property of optimal i.o. 
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Theorem 2. N -AS is infinite. 
hoof. Define CHAINi to be the set 
( 
0 i if i is not S-compressible, 
CHAINi = ~ ,= 
ill U CHAIN A,(i) otherwise, 
and TAILi to be the integer 
TAILi = 
I 
i :f ]CHAINiJ = 1, 
TAILA.., , otherwise. 
We say that CHAINS is dead if 4i(O) is not defined. The reader can verify the following 
assertions: 
(1) CHAINi is always a well-defined finite set and if i # j, then either CHAIN, is 
disjoint from CHAINS or one of these sets is contained in the other. 
(2) TAILi is always well defined and not S-compressible. 
(3) If CHAINi is dead, then CHAINi cannot be a subset of any other chain, 
(4) Since for any (4, @) there are an infinite number of i for which &(O) is nl3t 
defined, there are an infinite number of i for which CHAIN, is dead. 
From the above four facts it follows that {TAILS: CHAINi is dead} is an infinite list 
of integers that are not S-compressible. III 
Theorem 3. For any compression scheme (S, (4, Qi), c 1 there is a .~cheme 
(S’, (4, a)‘, c) such that, for ~4’ i, c 0 A;(i) s c(min{2i, 2A&‘) + 1)). 
Proof. We can let &={c& . , . ) where, for all i, b$i(O) = i and C$ ii + 1 = q%i, and let 
S’={i: i even or ~(i--l)ES}. C.I 
Corollary 3.1. For any compression scheme (S, (4, a), logz), there is an equivaietlt 
scheme (S’, (4, a)‘, logz) such that, for a0 i, 
log2 oAs(J) G min{logz(i) -+ 1, log1 0 A&) + 1). U 
Theorem 3 is quite rrivial but it is of practical significance. In particular, we see 
that schemes work in ‘real life’, because Corollary 3.1 states that it costs us at most 
have already seen that the 
also be noted that, for all 
weak realizability may bc 
In this section we start by defining complexity classes of schemes and thcrl 
consider more carefully the class of good schemes. There are two natural ways to 
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the comglexity of a scheme; one way is by determining how difficult it is to 
or *en&e* and the other is by determining how difficult it is to decompress 
e’. Since functions exist which have no best algorithm [1, 3, lo], and we 
ify schemes by their ‘best’ algorithms for encding or decoding, we 
udy encoding and decoding complexity classes. 
7. A scheme S is ~ftrl if As is total. For every recursive function f we 
~&wc0&tg cw@exity class as 
ian scheme, then & is an encoder for S if C& = As and a decoder 
il iVii Ii =&Ci) * &a j) = i]. 
The ncsct two theorems give simple criteria for realizability and goodness of 
~~~~~ 
m 4. A cmnpmsim scheme S is realizable if and only if there exist some 
/ m-h tltnt S E Df. 
* SU~W there exists such an fi Then we can compute As(i) as follows: 
For i 4 I.... do {if i E S, then compute ~#i,(0) for a maximum of 
‘s;teps’) until we find a k such that &(O) = i. Then continue in 
thisfashionbrj=k,k+l,... until g(j)>c(k) and As(i) is the j of 
bst cost such that &(O) = i. 
-crlrrr liy, c,-cppose S is realizable. Then we see that if As(i) = j we can compute 
si c., Bec4ci by computing &NJ), A& ), . . . until we find an i such that 
knee, if we let x be an index such that & =&, then we can let f be defined 
‘-, 
4.1. // S is u umpression scheme for which there exists ati ‘eficient 
cw Gwrc tpsh.sfs n ‘rrasottahl~ e@cimt . decoder for S ; that is, 
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‘sufficiently large ’ recursive function 6 and q5k be a recursive function such that 
(such a k is easily found for any (q&O) and c).Then 
4,(i) 
GDf + SEE, where g = @k(i)+ 1 f(j). 
Continuity is a sufficient condition for weak realizability. A necessary condition 
for weak realizability is obtained by formalizing the concept of an abstract computa- 
tional complexity measure for the set N u {“no”) and proceeding as above. The 
next theorem states the criteria for goodness. 
Theorem 5. A compression scheme is good if and only if it is corhrruorrs, tom/ trrttl 
non-trivi!ai. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ portion of the theorem follows directly from the definition of 
good. For the ‘if’ portion we can use the same construction as used in the first half 
of the qroof of Theorem 4 except that we must replace “compute q5,KY for a 
maxim:lm of f(i) steps” by “compute &(O)“. El 
The next theorem shows that, even for good schemes, there is a rich hien:rchy 
of encoding and decoding complexity classes; that is, there is no recursive bound 
on the encoding or decoding complexities of good schemes. Note that this does 
not directly follow from Theorem 1 because these complexities are defined in terms 
of i, not As(i). 
Theorem 6. For any recursive f there exists a good scheme S such that S & E\alld S@ Df. 
Proof. Let & be a recursive function. By the S::’ property of a G6del numbering 
there exist a recursive g such that d,,i,(O) = &(i). Let X = {x~~, . . .) be a recursive 
list such that (Vi) [C&,(O) = i]. Let S =X u {g(i): i E IV). Since we can pick k such 
that & is an arbitrarily ‘large’ function [lo], the theorem follows from Corollary 
4.1. El 
We now turn our attention from the complexity of good schemes f.o the perform- 
ance of good schemes; in particular, to the relati’onship of the class of good schemes 
to the clalss of optimal i.o. schemes. We know t;lat good schemes cannot be optimal 
a.e.;’ hence, for all (4, @) and c, there exists an S that is optimal i.o. but not go06. 
We now show that neither does good imply optimal i.o. 
” / must be large enough SO that ttl:) (3j) [&,((‘I) = i & @i(O) c- f(o)). 
’ In fact, it can be shown that good schemes cannot even approximate optimal a.~. schcmcs by ,iln) 
recursive function. 
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Thearem 7. For all (4, @) and c there exists an S such that the scheme (S, (c/b, @), c) 
is good but not optimal i.o. 
Proof. Let X = {x0, . . .} b e a recursive list such that (Vi) [c(xi) > c(i) & &, (0) = i). 
Let g : N + iV be computed as follows: 
To compute g(i) = k, compute &(O), &+1(O), . . . in parallel until a j, 
k and I are found satisfying &(O) = &JO) = 1 and c(j) <c(k) <c(l). 
By the padding property of a @de1 numbering and the fact that there exist 
arbitrarily large recursive functions, it follows that g is recursive. Let f be the 
recursive function defined by 
f0 ( i = 
g(o) if i = 0, 
g 0 4/ci- l,(O) otherwise, 
and let S = X u {f(i): i E IV}. By Theorem 5, S is good. However, by construction, 
S is nowhere optimal. Cl 
From the last theorem and the preceding remarks it follows that the class of 
good schemes and the class of optimal i.o. schemes are incomparable (i.e., neither 
one is contained in the other). Similar results hold for the other classes we have 
discussed. For the properties 
(a) continuous, 
(b) non-trivial, 
(c) realizable, 
and for all (4, @) and c it can be shown that there exist schc:iles b*:hich are not 
good or optimal i.o. but do have 
. (1) none of the properties A, B and C, 
(2) exactly one of the properites A, B and C, 
(3) exactly two of the properties A, B and C. 
At this point our investigation of good vs. optimal i o. has reduced to the question 
of whether there are schemes that are both good and o,ltimal i,o. The next definition 
and the following theorem provide a means for classifying good schemes that will 
allow us to address this question. 
Definition 8. Given a recursive function fl an abstract computational complexity 
measure (4, a), and a cost function c, Gf = (i: @i(O) < f(i)}. 
Theorem 8. For all (4, @) and c, 
(a) there is a recursice frmction F such that, for all f > F, Gf is good, 
(h) for ail good schemes G, there is a recursice function f such that G = Gf. 
Proof. Let G be any good scheme (we know that G exists by Corollary 1 .l) and 
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let F be the recursive function defined by 
@i(O)+ 1 
F(i)= o 
I 
if I in G, 
otherwise. 
Clearly, GF = G. NOW, suppose f is a recursive function such that f 2 F. By definitisn, 
Gf is continuous. In addition, G non-trivial implies Gr non-trivial. To see that gGr 
is realizable for any i, A,(i) can be calculated as follows: 
Find a k in G such that & (0) = I and then, for all j such that c(j) s c (i), 
compute &(O) for at most fci) steps to check if 4j(O) = i. AGf(i) is the 
minimum of k and all such j for which the above computation is 
successful. The details of this construction are left out since similar 
constructions have been used in earlier proofs. 
Thus, Gf is good for all f 2 F. q 
From the last theorem it follows that, for a given (6, #I and c, there exists an 
optimal i.o. scheme if and only if, for some f, Gf is optimal i.0. Using this 
characterization it is easy to construct schemes that are both good and optimal Lo. 
Fig. 1 summarizes the relationship between the classes of schemes with which 
we have been concerned. Region 1 together with region 2 represents the class of 
good schemes, region 2 represents the class of good schemes that are optimal i.o., 
Fig. 1. 
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and region 3 represents the class of realizable schemes that are not good but are 
optimal i.o. This paper has only been able to show rather artificial (4, @) and c 
that have schemes in regions 2 and 3. However, for all (4, a) and c, using the 
theorems presented thus far (and also supplying some simple proofsj, it is easy to 
show that all other regions of Fig. 1 contain schemes. We leave it as an open 
problem whether for all (4, @) and c there are schemes that are both good and 
optimal i.o., but conjecture that this is true. It should be noted, however, that it 
is not, in general, decidable for which values a good scheme is optimal. 
4. Density 
In this section v #c propose criteria for judging the utility of schemes. We discuss 
the utility of a sneme with respect to a data compression problem. 
Definition 9. A compression problem is a triple [T, (4, Qi), c] where c is a cost 
function, (4, CD) an abstract computational complexity measure, and T = (to, . . .) 
an infinite recursive list satisfying (Vi) [i <i 3 C(fi) s C(tj)]s” 
When (4, @) and c are understood or may be arbitrary, we refer to [T, (4, @), c] 
by simply writing T. Furthermore, if we discuss a scheme S in relation to a 
compression problem T, it will always be assumed that S and T refer to the same 
(~5, @) and c. 
We now define two notions of density: first, what is meant by a scheme compress- 
mg many strings of a compression problem, and second, what is meant by a scheme 
providing a smaller representation for a compression problem. The theorems in 
this section exhibit schemes which help to motivate the need to study schemes with 
respect to a given compression problem T where T is much smaller than N (e.g., 
the set af all strings that are valid English text). 
Definition 10, If 5 is a scheme and T a compression problem, then the S-&rtsit~* 
ftu~ctim with mpcct to T is given bq 
I{!, : i c 11 $2 t is S-cornprcssiblc~~ [/ ;.( ,I ) = ~._.__._____‘_______.._~.” 
I1 -t 1 
this the~vcm. 
r, I. then r, -- f;. 
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as the density of S with respect o T. We write ds for dr and d(S) $2~ d (S, N). The 
weighted S-density funckon with respect to T is given by 
0 if (3 i s n ) [As ( ti) is not defined], 
D:(n)= 
c dt,) 
i 50 I 
i c o&(t& otherwise, 
i =(I 
and we refer to 
as the weighted ensity of S with respect to T. We write LQ for DF and D(,S) for 
06, N ). 
The following theorem supports the above definition by showing that d(S) and 
D(s \ behave meaningfully. 
Theorem 9. For all schemes S, 0 c d (S f 5: 1,O 5 D (S 15 1 and there me good schertre.r. 
which obtdl these bounds. 
Proof. Clearly 0 and 1 are lower and upper bounds for d(S). For any (4, @) :r;b 
c. the construction to follow exhibits a scheme which obtains the lower bound 0, 
and the proof of Theorem 11 exhibits a scheme where the upper bound 1 is 
obtained. We now consider D(S). Clearly, 0 is a lower bound for D(S). Usitlg 
techniques similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 1, it can be show 
that for all (4, (0) and c there exk ts a recursive set X = {x0, . . .) satisfying (Vi) 
[c (.ri I< c OC&, (0) < c (xi + 1 ,1. Also, by the padding property of a GGdel numbering it 
can be shown that for all (4, @) and c there exists a recursive set Y = I;‘o, . . .} 
satisfying 
If we let S = S LJ I’, then the scheme (S, (~5, @J, c) is good, and we see that 
D(S) = lip_@f Ds(rr) = lim inf i c(i) 
)1--X , ,, I 
i (‘ oJ5(i) 
I 0 
-- lim inf 1 /II = 0. 
,, -0 k 
Hence, the bound 0 can be obtained. By the proof of Corollary 3.1 we see! that, 
for all t#, @) and c, there are good schemes which obtain the bound 1, sir ce for 
the scheme S’, presented in the proof of Corollary 3.1, we have 
Ds(rr)~ 2 logz(i) 
/ 
i (log,(i) + 11, 
I 0 I !) 
and so it follows that D(S ) = 1. 
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Thus, all that is left to prove,is that 1 is, in fact, an upper bound for D(S). For 
the case that c is monotonic, this follows from a simple ‘pigeon-hole’ argument. 
We generalize this argument for non-monotonic c. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that As is total (otherwise, D(S) = 0 and we are done). Define for i, j > 0, 
{!A A&‘))1 if c 0 As(j) at(i), 
BIGCHA1Ni.j = 
Ici, M’))l U BIGCHAINi,Js( i) otherwise, 
and let Mi and Ni be the integers 
Mi = Sum Of all first COIIlpOnents in RIGCHAINi,i, 
Ni =su.m of all second components in RIGCHA1Ni.i. 
Also, for i E IV, let Xi be the set of bigchains defined as 
Xi = I 
BIGCHAIN if i = 0, 
(Xi- 1 U BIGCHAINf(ij,/(il) = Yi otherwise, 
where f(i) is the least j such that j is not the first component of any bigchain in 
Xi 1 and Yj is the set of all bigchains in Xi. 1 which are subsets of RlGCHAINt~i~.f~i~e 
The reader can now verify, in this order, the following assertions: 
( 1) BIGCHAINi,i is always a well-defined finite set and, if i f j, either RIGCtiA1Ni.i 
is disjoint from RiGCHAINi,j or one of these sets is a subset of the other. 
(2) Xi is always a well-defined finite set of disjoint bigchains. 
(3) ForiEN, we haveMisNi. 
We next note that there is not an obvious relationship between n and D. 
Theoisem 10. For each of the followirlg corlditions tlrm m’st good .wI~em~.~ tlmt 
satisfy it : 
(1) d(S)-D(S)=& (3) d(S) = 1 &! D(W = 0, 
(2) ,f(S)=O&D(S)= 1, (4) d(S) = D(S) = I. 
Proof. A good scheme satisfying (1) is given in the proof of Theorem 9, a good 
scheme satisfying (2) can be constructed using the techniques of Corollary 3.1, and 
a good scheme satisfying (4) is given in the proof of Theorem 11. We can exhibit 
a good scheme satisfying (3) as follows. Let d’ be arbitrary and let /(r, be defined as 
IF @j) [i = 2’1 -I’t4EN i + 1 
4il.k I = ELSE IF (3j) [i = 2”] THEN j 
I’l.SF &;,,\(k’, 
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where f(i) deslotes a j such that 4; has yet to be used as the third condition for 
any value less than i; i.e., f(i) is approximately log&--log* log*(i). Let @’ be 
arbitrary, c the identity function, and 
S = (i: (ai, [i = 2’1 or (3j) [i = 2*‘]}. 
Then (S, (4, @), c) is a good scheme since it is non-trivisl, realizable, and for 
infinitely many i, c 0 As(i) s c (i) - 1. Also, 
ds(n)a 
n - log2tn ) n*+n 
,l + 1 and DsbzFn2+2” 
and so it follows that d(S) = 1& D(S) = 0. Cl 
As indicated earlier, the goal of this section is to propose criteria for evaluating 
schemes. The following theorem uses density to exhibit a compression scheme that 
demonstrates a need for such criteria; it has desirable properties (e.g., good, optima! 
i.o. d(s) = 1) but it is clearly not very useful. 
Theorem 11. Let f be any (arbitrarily large) recunive jhnction and g be any 
(arbitrarily small) strictly monotonic nonlinear function ; i.e. (Vi) [g (i + 1) > g(i)] and 
(Z!k) (Vi) [g(i) s ki]. 71ten there exists a scheme S which has all of the following 
properties : 
(1) Sisgood. (4) c is monotonic. 
(2) S is optimal i.0. (5) foe oAs(i)<c(i) i.o. 
(3) d(S)=D(S)= 1. (6) c 0 As(i) d g(i) a.e. 
Proof. Let h be any strictly monotonic nonlinear recursive function such that 
It (i + log#) 5 min{g(i), i*} a.e.; by the definition of g there exists such an h, and 
tt ’ (the inverse of It ) is well defined and recursive. Let L(i) denote the function 
0 if i = 0, 
L(i) = 
least integer > log,(i) otherwise. 
For c the identity function and qV arbitrary let 4 be defined as 
'IFi=OTHENO 
ELSE IF@~) [i =h(j)] THEN i+ 1 
4,,(k) =( ELSE IF (aj) [i = h(2’)] THEN h(h -‘(Q-L 0 h -l(i))+ 1 
ELSE~F($')[~= h(2’)&j even] THEN&&) 
.EI.SE f(i) 
For all values of i, 4i is either a constant function or 45 for some j. Furthermore, 
for all i, there exists a j such that 4i = 4;. Hence, 4 is a well defined Giidel 
numbering. Now let S = {i: (2j) [i = h (2’) & j even]}. We claim that for 4i and 
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@i the scheme (S, (4, Q), c) satisfies our requirements. Since S consists entirely of 
(effectively defined) constant functions, S is continuous and realizable, S is also 
nontrivial since for infinitely many i, c 0 il.&) s c(i) - 1. Hence S is good. From the 
definition of S it can be seen that 
Hence, by definition of h it follows that d(S’) -= D(S’) = D(S) = 1. From a simple 
l yigecn hole’ argument it follows that S is optimal i.o. Condition (6) is satisfied 
since c Gt.&)~c 4z(i+L(i))~c “g(i). Cl 
The last theorem exhibited a rather ‘pathological’ scheme; although the definition 
of an abstract compression scheme captures a great deal of generality, included in 
this definition are schemes which we would like tc rule out. At the very least, we 
would like to have I;.’ Y. stringent criteria with which to judge the utility of schemes. 
It might be that density and optimality with respect to a compression problem 
could be the basis of such criteria. For example, if S is a scheme, T a compression 
problem, and f and I: recursive functions, consider the following criteria: 
( 1) 5; is (f, g)-deuse with respect to T if dz = f and 0: = g. 
(2) S is opL,nuf Lo. with respect to T if the intersection of 0s with T is infinite. 
The concepts of optimal a.e. and optimal can tid extended in a similar fashion. 
(3) S is Cf. I: )-tractable with respect to T if the complexities of decoding and 
encoding over T are bounded by f and g. 
&en a scheme S and a problem T, the above criteria could be used to make 
a quantitative evaluation of how useful S is fcr compressing strings of T. 
5. Conclusion 
There arc several open problem raised by the preceding sections. Most important 
arc resolving the question of good vs. optimal Lo. and developing better crittlra 
for classifying schemes. 
It is possible to generalize the concept of an abstract compression scheme 
6, 14, 411, ~9) by allowing S to bc any rc., set. For example, if f is any recursive 
function, (d, @) and c are arbitrary, and S = {i: c 0 9,(O) ~--f-a c .’ di(O)). then it can 
bc shown that S is not recursive but ttlat it ib good. To be more specific, let 
cti I = log2(i), @ be space complexity, and f(i) = i. Then S would be exactly those 
i such that (25,(O) computes a value i using at most length j space . 
Another interesting direction for future rese:lrch would be to investigate useful 
restrictions that may be placed on (4, @ I and c for a scheme (S, (~5, cfr), c ). In this 
paper, when defining good schemes, etc., we have been primarily concerned with 
restricting the set S. We might, for example, want to restrict CJ~ to be an optimal 
C%dtA numbering [19] or to have other characteristics such as those discussed in 
[ll, 12. 171. 
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